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Abstract—ACN-Sim is a data-driven, open-source simulation
environment designed to accelerate research in the field of smart
electric vehicle (EV) charging. It fills the need in this community
for a widely available, realistic simulation environment in which
researchers can evaluate algorithms and test assumptions. ACN-
Sim provides a modular, extensible architecture, which mod-
els the complexity of real charging systems, including battery
charging behavior and unbalanced three-phase infrastructure.
It also integrates with a broader ecosystem of research tools.
These include ACN-Data, an open dataset of EV charging
sessions, which provides realistic simulation scenarios and ACN-
Live, a framework for field-testing charging algorithms. It also
integrates with grid simulators like MATPOWER, PandaPower
and OpenDSS, and OpenAI Gym for training reinforcement
learning agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

With millions of electric vehicles (EVs) expected to enter
service in the next decade, generating gigawatt-hours of addi-
tional energy demand, engineers must work quickly to develop
new algorithms to provide safe and affordable charging at
scale. This need has resulted in a large body of research
in managed or smart charging algorithms, outlined in [1],
[2]. However, transitioning these algorithms from theory to
practice requires dealing with the complexities of practical
systems, which are often overlooked in simplified theoreti-
cal models. While these simpler models can make analysis
tractable, they can also lead to a sizable gap between theoret-
ical results and robust, high-performance implementations of
algorithms. Bridging this gap is critical to making an impact in
practice, but doing so requires: (1) access to real-world data;
(2) detailed simulations driven by realistic models; and (3) the
ability to test an algorithm in the field.

We began to bridge this gap in 2016 with the development
of the Caltech Adaptive Charging Network (ACN), a first-
of-its-kind testbed for large-scale, high-density EV charging
research [3], [4]. This testbed consists of 126 networked
and controllable EV charging stations, which allow us to
collect data and field test algorithms with real hardware. The
ACN Research Portal (ACN-Portal) is designed to give more
researchers access to the benefits of this testbed. The portal
has three major components: (1) ACN-Data, a dataset of over
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Fig. 1. The ACN Research Portal gives users many of the benefits of an EV
charging testbed without needing to build one themselves. It includes data
collected from real charging sessions (ACN-Data), a simulator to evaluate
new ideas (ACN-Sim), and access to run on real hardware (ACN-Live).

66,000 real EV charging sessions from ACNs like the one
at Caltech [5]; (2) ACN-Sim, an open-source, data-driven
simulation environment; and (3) ACN-Live, a framework for
researchers to field test algorithms on the Caltech ACN.
The interaction between these tools and the physical ACN
infrastructure is summarized in Fig. 1.

In this work, we will focus on ACN-Sim, which is open-
source and available at [6]. ACN-Sim has previously been
described in [7], [8]. However, in this work, we extend this
description with new features and applications. Our contribu-
tions are as follows:

1) We describe the architecture and models of ACN-Sim
and its integration with MATPOWER, PandaPower,
OpenDSS, and OpenAI Gym.

2) We describe how algorithms are implemented us-
ing ACN-Sim, including a suite of baseline deadline-
scheduling algorithms and a new module for model-
predictive control, making it easy to implement algo-
rithms like those proposed in [4].

3) We demonstrate, using ACN-Sim, that managed EV
charging allows charging systems to safely operate with
significantly smaller transformers/interconnections and
at lower costs than conventional uncontrolled systems.

4) We compare algorithm performance using ACN-Sim,
including the effect of unbalanced three-phase infras-
tructure, which has not been considered in most smart
charging research.

5) We evaluate the effect that managed EV charging and
onsite solar generation will have on a distribution feeder,
using ACN-Sim and its integration with OpenDSS.
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II. EXISTING SIMULATORS

Open-source tools and simulators have a long history of
supporting smart grid research. MATPOWER [9] makes it
easy to solve power flow and optimal power flow problems
in MATLAB. It has inspired projects in other languages
including PandaPower [10] in Python and PowerModels.jl
in Julia [11]. Other important simulators include OpenDSS
[12] and GridLab-D [13], which enable large-scale studies of
the distribution system. These tools have demonstrated the
importance and impact of open tools within the smart grid
community. ACN-Sim integrates with many of these, including
MATPOWER, PandaPower, and OpenDSS, to enable studies
of the grid impacts of EV charging.

ACN-Sim is not the first simulator specific to EV charging.
V2G-Sim was developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory and has been used to evaluate the ability of EVs to
meet drivers’ mobility needs in the context of: level-1 charging
[14]; battery degradation [15]; and demand response [16].
V2G-Sim has also been used to examine grid-level effects of
smart charging, such as smoothing the duck curve [17]. EVLib
and EVLibSim were developed at Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki to model many types of EV charging, including
standard conductive charging, inductive charging, and battery
swapping [18]. These simulators address a different problem
space from ACN-Sim. While ACN-Sim is designed to evaluate
online and closed-loop control strategies, these simulators only
allow precomputed schedules or simple controls. ACN-Sim
is also unique in modeling unbalanced, behind the meter
electrical infrastructure, allowing it to evaluate algorithms
which oversubscribe local infrastructure.

More recently, the Open Platform for Energy Networks
(OPEN) from Oxford was released to facilitate simulation and
optimization of smart local energy systems, including electric
vehicle charging [19]. OPEN supports model predictive control
algorithms at the distribution feeder level and unbalanced
three-phase infrastructure. It also allows for control of other
distributed energy resources such as stationary storage and
building loads. However, it has not been used to consider the
electrical infrastructure behind the meter.

Overall, ACN-Sim’s realistic models and data taken from
real charging systems, along with its simple interfaces for
defining new control algorithms and suite of baseline algo-
rithms, set it apart from existing simulators, making it a useful
addition to the suite of tools available to researchers.

III. SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE AND MODELS

ACN-Sim utilizes a modular, object-oriented architecture
which is shown in Fig. 2. This design models physical systems
as closely as possible and makes it easier to extend the
simulator for new use cases. Each of the boxes in Fig. 2 refers
to a base class that can be extended to model new behavior
or add functionality. While ACN-Sim includes several models
of each component, users are free to customize the simulator
to meet their needs. We encourage researchers to contribute
extensions back to the project so that others can utilize them.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of ACN-Sim along with related sub-modules Signals,
Algorithms, and ACN-Data. Note that EV models both the physical vehicle
and session information, such as departure time and energy requested.
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Fig. 3. Flow chart describing the simulator’s run() function. Each timestep
consists of a single iteration of this loop. The simulation ends when the last
event from the EventQueue is executed at which time the user can analyze
the results of the simulation.

A. Simulator

A Simulator object forms the base of any ACN-Sim
simulation. This Simulator holds models of the hardware
components in the simulated environment and a queue of
events that define when actions occur in the system. ACN-
Sim is based on a discrete-time, event-based simulation model.
Figure 3 describes its operation. During a simulation, the
Simulator stores relevant data, such as the event history,
EV history, and time series for the pilot signal and charging
current for each EVSE, for later analysis.

B. Charging Network

1) Electrical Infrastructure: ACN-Sim uses the
ChargingNetwork class to model the electrical
infrastructure of the charging system, including
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EVSEs1, transformers, switch panels, and cables. Each
ChargingNetwork instance contains a set of EVSE
objects, as well as a set of constraints.

We model constraints by limiting the current through each
bottleneck component in the network. Because charging sys-
tems are radial networks and electrical codes specify ampacity
limits that keep voltages within specifications, it is sufficient
to model only constraints on current magnitudes. Using Kirch-
hoff’s Current Law, we can express these constraints by

|Ij(t)| =

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

Aijri(t)e
jφi

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Rj , ∀t ∈ T
where Ij(t) is the current through the bottleneck, Rj is the
limit on the current magnitude, N is the total number of
EVSEs in the system, ri(t) is the charging current of EVSE i
at time t, and T is the set of all timesteps in the simulation.
The parameter φi is the phase angle of the current phasor,
which can be calculated based on how EVSE i is connected
in the network. For simplicity, we assume φi is fixed, and
voltages in the network are nominal. Aij can be found via
circuit analysis, as shown in [4] for a subset of the Caltech
ACN.

2) Stochastic Space Assignment: ChargingNetwork as-
sumes that each EV is preassigned to a specific EVSE, and no
two EVs are ever assigned to the same EVSE at the same time.
This holds when applying a workload from ACN-Data to its
corresponding network model. However, in some cases, such
as when generating events from a statistical model or applying
a real workload to a new network configuration, it can be help-
ful to allow for non-deterministic space assignments. ACN-
Sim accomplishes this through the StochasticNetwork
class (which is a subclass of ChargingNetwork). Using
this network model, EVs are assigned to a random open EVSE
when they arrive instead of using a predefined station_id
for assignment. Since it is possible for no EVSEs to be avail-
able when a new EV arrives, StochasticNetwork also
includes a waiting queue for EVs which arrive while all EVSEs
are in use. When an EV leaves the system, the first EV in the
queue takes its place. By default, we assume that the presence
of EVs in the waiting queue does not affect drivers’ departure
time. However, with the early_departure option, drivers
swap places with the first EV in the queue as soon as they
finish charging. This is a common practice in many offices
that have more EV drivers than EVSEs.

3) Included Site Models: While users are free to develop
their own charging networks, ACN-Sim includes functions to
generate network models that match the physical infrastructure
of the three sites currently included in ACN-Data (Caltech,
JPL, and Office001). In addition, the auto_acn function
allows users to quickly build simple single-phase and three-
phase networks by providing just a list of station ids and
a transformer capacity. In these auto_acn networks, it is
assumed that the transformer is the only source of constraints.
All of these functions work with both ChargingNetwork
and StochasticNetwork, which can be set as a parameter.

1EVSE stands for Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment, they are more
commonly known as charging stations or charging ports.

C. EVSE

EVSEs, short for Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment, are the
devices EVs plug into to charge. The EVSE communicates a
pilot signal to the EV’s on-board charger, which is an upper
limit on current the EV is allowed to draw from the EVSE. The
granularity of this pilot is dependent on the particular EVSE.
Some EVSEs provide continuous control, while others offer
only a discrete number of set-points. In addition, according to
the J1772 standard, no pilot signals are allowed between 0 to
6 A [20]. In most current research, the additional constraints
imposed by EVSEs without continuous control are neglected
[1]. However, including these constraints is important for
practical algorithms and is non-trivial.

ACN-Sim provides three EVSE models which cover most
ideal and practical level-2 EVSEs:

• EVSE allows any pilot signal between an upper and
lower bound. By default, EVSE allows any non-negative
charging rate.

• DeadbandEVSE also allows continuous pilots but ex-
cludes 0 - 6 A as required by the J1772 standard.

• FiniteRatesEVSE only allows pilot signals within a
finite set, accurately modeling most commercial EVSEs.
For example, many of the EVSEs used in the Caltech
ACN allow {6, 7, ..., 31, 32} or {8, 16, 24, 32} amps.

D. EV

The EV object contains relevant information for a single
charging session such as arrival time, departure time, estimated
departure time and requested energy. The estimated departure
time may differ from the actual departure time. Likewise, it
may be infeasible to deliver the requested energy in the allot-
ted time due to maximum charging rate restrictions, system
congestion, or insufficient battery capacity. By allowing this,
ACN-Sim models the case where user inputs or predictions
are inaccurate, which is common in practice [5].

E. Battery

Most research in EV charging utilizes an ideal battery
model, where EVs are assumed to follow the given pilot signal
exactly. However, in practice, we see that the charging rate of
an EV is often strictly lower than the pilot signal and decays
as the battery approaches 100% state-of-charge [1], [4]. This
can significantly increase the total time required to charge
the battery and results in under-utilization of infrastructure
capacity.

ACN-Sim jointly models the vehicle’s battery and battery
management system. The battery’s actual charging rate de-
pends on the pilot signal as well as the vehicle’s on-board
charger, its state-of-charge, and other environmental factors.
ACN-Sim currently includes two battery models.

The Battery class is an idealized model and serves as the
base for all other battery models. The actual charging rate of
the battery, r̂(t), in this idealized model is described by

r̂(t) := min{r(t), r̄, ê(t)}
where r(t) is the pilot signal passed to the battery, r̄ is the
maximum charging rate of the on-board charger and ê(t) is the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Linear2Stage and idealized Battery models with
a real charging curve collected from two distinct users of the Caltech ACN
when the pilot signal is not binding. We can see that the Linear2Stage
model with appropriate parameters matches the battery behavior well in the
first case, but in the second case, there are dynamics in the joint battery/battery
manager system that the Linear2Stage model does not capture; namely
the double-tail behavior (which is recurring for this user).

difference between the capacity of the battery and the energy
stored in it at time t in the units of A·periods. We do not
consider discharging batteries, so all rates are positive.
Linear2StageBattery is an extension of Battery

that approximates the roughly piecewise linear charging pro-
cess used for lithium-ion batteries. The first stage, referred to
as bulk charging, typically lasts from 0% to between 70 to 90%
state-of-charge. During this stage, the current draw, neglecting
changes in the pilot, is nearly constant. In the second stage,
called absorption, the voltage of the battery is held constant
while the charging current decreases roughly linearly. The
actual charging rate of the Linear2StageBattery is
given by

r̂(t) :=

{
min{r(t), r̄, ê(t)} if SoC ≤ th

min
{

(1− SoC) r̄
1−th , r(t)

}
otherwise

where SoC is the state-of-charge of the battery and th marks
the transition from the bulk stage to the absorption stage of
the charging process. Figure 4 shows how these two models
compare for two charging profiles taken from ACN-Data. In
general, we find that the piecewise linear model is a good,
though imperfect, approximation.

F. Event Queue / Events
ACN-Sim uses events to describe actions in the simulation.

There are two types of events currently supported:
• PluginEvent signals when a new EV arrives at the

system. A PluginEvent also contains a reference to
the EV object which represents the new session.

• UnplugEvent signals when an EV leaves the system
at the end of its charging session.

Each event has a timestamp describing when the event should
occur. Events are stored in a queue sorted by their timestamp.
Since multiple events could occur at the same timestep, we
further sort by event type, first executing UnplugEvents,
then PluginEvents. At each timestep, the Simulator
executes all events left in the queue with timestamps on or
before the current timestep. After any event, the scheduling

algorithm is called to adapt to the new system state. Users are
free to create new events by extending the Event class.

To generate events, users can either get real event sequences
from ACN-Data, generate event sequences from statistical
models, or manually create events to investigate edge cases.
To make accessing ACN-Data simpler for users, ACN-Sim
provides direct integration with the ACN-Data API. It also pro-
vides utilities for learning statistical models such as Gaussian
Mixture Models, directly from data using tools from SciKit
Learn as described in [5].

G. Signals

The signals sub-module allows ACN-Sim to integrate with
external signal sources, which can be an important part of EV
charging systems such as: 1) utility tariffs, 2) solar generation
curves, 3) external loads.

To support utility tariffs, ACN-Sim includes the
TimeOfUseTariff class, which supports time-varying and
seasonal tariff schedules with or without demand charges. To
make integration easier for users, ACN-Sim includes several
utility tariff schedules. Users can define new schedules in
a simple JSON format. In Section V-A we use these tariff
schedules to calculate operating costs, and in Section V-B we
provide the tariff as an input to the minimum cost objective
for the MPC algorithm.

External loads, generation profiles, pollution indexes, and
other signals can be loaded into the simulator using the
signals dictionary within the Simulator constructor or
passed directly to the control algorithm. Section V-D provides
an example of an experiment using external loads and gener-
ation.

H. Co-simulation with Grid Simulators

ACN-Sim also provides co-simulation with popular grid-
level simulators, including MATPOWER, PandaPower, and
OpenDSS. This allows researchers to investigate Vehicle-Grid
Integration (VGI) problems such as algorithms to alleviate
voltage and overload issues in the local distribution system
or aggregation approaches to bid into markets. In the current
version, simulations are run sequentially, with the output of the
ACN-Sim experiment serving as an input to the grid simulator.
In future releases, we plan to support feedback from the grid
simulation into ACN-Sim.

I. OpenAI Gym Integration

Reinforcement learning (RL) has been applied to many
problems in scheduling and resource allocation [21]. To enable
researchers to study RL algorithms’ performance on scheduled
EV charging, ACN-Sim provides integration with OpenAI
Gym [22], a framework for testing RL algorithms on different
environments. ACN-Sim offers customizable OpenAI Gym
environments that implement the same interface as built-in
Gym environments [23], facilitating both direct application of
baseline RL algorithms and development of new algorithms
for the problem of smart EV charging. As with other parts of
ACN-Sim, users may extend the base ACN-Sim environment
to study different action, observation, or reward structures.
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IV. CHARGING ALGORITHMS

A. Interface

To make algorithm implementations more flexible, we in-
troduce an interface that abstracts away the underlying in-
frastructure, whether that be simulated or real, allowing us to
use the same algorithm implementation with both ACN-Sim
and ACN-Live. This means that algorithms can be thoroughly
tested with ACN-Sim before they are used on physical hard-
ware.

B. Defining an algorithm

To define an algorithm in ACN-Sim users only need
to extend the BaseAlgorithm class and define the
schedule() function. This function takes in a list of active
sessions, meaning that the EV is plugged in and its energy
demand has not been met, and returns a charging sched-
ule for each. Each entry in the schedule is valid for one
timestep beginning at the current time. Algorithms have access
to additional information about the simulation through the
Interface class, such as the current timestep, infrastructure
constraints, and allowable pilot signals for each EVSE.

C. Included algorithms

ACN-Sim is packaged with many common online schedul-
ing algorithms that can be used as benchmarks.

• Uncontrolled Charging: Most charging systems today
do not manage charging. With Uncontrolled Charging,
each EV charges at its maximum allowable rate. This
algorithm does not factor in infrastructure constraints.

• Round Robin: Round Robin (RR) is a simple algorithm
that attempts to equally share charging capacity among all
active EVs. It creates a queue of all active EVs. For each
EV in the queue, it checks if it is feasible to increment its
charging rate by one unit. If it is, it increments the rate
and replaces the EV at the end of the queue. If it is not,
the charging rate of the EV is fixed, and the algorithm
does not return the EV to the queue. This continues until
the queue of EVs is empty.

• Sorting Based Algorithms: Sorting based algorithms are
commonly used in other deadline scheduling tasks such
as job scheduling in servers due to their simplicity [24].
ACN-Sim includes several of these algorithms, includ-
ing First-Come First-Served (FCFS), Last-Come First-
Served (LCFS), Earliest-Deadline First (EDF), Longest
Remaining Processing Time (LRPT), and Least-Laxity
First (LLF). These algorithms work by first sorting the
active EVs by the given metric, then processing them in
order. Each EV is assigned its maximum feasible charging
rate, given that the assignments to all previous EVs are
fixed. This process continues until all EVs have been
processed.

• Model Predictive Control: Many approaches to the
EV scheduling problem rely on model predictive control
(MPC). The adacharge package, available at [25], is
based on CVXPY [26], [27], and makes it easy to use
these algorithms with ACN-Sim. With this library, users

can easily choose from existing objective functions and
constraints or create their own. The general framework
for these MPC algorithms is outlined in [4].

V. USE CASES

ACN-Sim has been used to explore many research ques-
tions. In this section, we provide examples, including eval-
uating (1) possible infrastructure solutions, (2) the effect of
unbalance on oversubscribing infrastructure, (3) time-series
of EV charging profiles, and (4) the effect of large-scale EV
charging on a distribution feeder. In addition, ACN-Sim has
been used to design dynamic pricing schemes and cost-optimal
scheduling [28], train reinforcement learning agents for EV
charging systems [29], and examine the effect of non-ideal
batteries and EVSE pilot quantization on model predictive
control and baseline algorithms [30]. The code for all case
studies presented here is available at [31].

A. System Planning

In this section, we demonstrate how the simulator can be
used to aid in system planning and design. We consider a site
host who would like to install an EV charging solution at an
office building. The host estimates that the system will charge
approximately 100 EVs per day. There are several ways to
meet this demand, which are described in Table I. Each of
these options has its own trade-offs.

We can use ACN-Sim to guide this site host. We assume that
the office will have a usage pattern similar to that of JPL. As
such, we train a Gaussian Mixture Model based on the data
collected from weekday usage at JPL, as described in [5].
We assume the site will not allow usage on weekends. We
then use ACN-Sim’s GaussianMixtureEvents tool to
create a queue of events from this generative model, assuming
100 arrivals on weekdays and 0 on weekends. We also create
models of the charging networks described in each proposal.
Since EVs are generated, we use the StocasticNetwork,
which randomly assigns EVs to EVSEs when they arrive. For
proposals 1, 2, and 3, we use the built-in Uncontrolled
charging algorithm. For proposal 4, we consider an MPC based
algorithm for cost minimization. We evaluate the scenarios on
four criteria: 1) transformer capacity required, 2) percentage of
total energy requested that was delivered, 3) number of times
drivers need to swap spaces to allow others to charge after they
finish, and 4) the operating cost of the system based on the
summer rates from the sce_tou_ev_4_march_2019 tariff
schedule included in ACN-Sim. We repeat these experiments
for ten months of generated data, with mean results shown in
Table I. Note that in each case, the standard deviation between
months was less than 3.5% for each metric.

From Table I, we can see that while installing 100 level-1
EVSEs might be the simplest solution, these slow chargers
are only able to 75.6% of demand because they cannot
support users with large energy needs and short deadlines.
However, the alternative of installing a 685 kW transformer
and associated service upgrade would be cost-prohibitive for
most sites, and installing only 30 level-2 EVSEs requires over
1,100 swaps per month, leading to lost productivity and poor
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TABLE I
INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTION EVALUATION (100 EV / DAY)

EVSEs
(#)

EVSE
Type Alg Transformer

Capacity
Swaps

(#/month)
Demand

Met
Cost

($/kWh)

102 Level 1 Unctrl 200 0 75.4% 0.278
102 Level 2 Unctrl 685 0 99.9% 0.351
30 Level 2 Unctrl 200 1,103.5 99.6% 0.256

102 Level 2 MPC 200 0 99.8% 0.234

TABLE II
INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTION EVALUATION (200 EV / DAY)

EVSEs
(#)

EVSE
Type Alg Transformer

Capacity
Swaps

(#/month)
Demand

Met
Cost

($/kWh)

102 Level 1 Unctrl 200 1,174.5 73.2% 0.244
102 Level 2 Unctrl 680 1,081.5 99.8% 0.327
30 Level 2 Unctrl 200 2,973.9 91.6% 0.233

102 Level 2 MPC 200 1,441.9 87.1% 0.223
201 Level 2 MPC 200 0 98.4% 0.227

user experience. In this case, the smart charging solution with
model predictive control has clear advantages in both capital
cost (only requiring a 200 kW transformer), user satisfaction
(no swaps are necessary while nearly all user demands are
met), and operating costs (having the lowest cost per kWh).
This illustrates the real-world need for smart charging systems
and associated algorithms.

The benefit of smart charging approaches is amplified as
EV adoption grows, and charging infrastructure must scale
accordingly. In this scenario, we consider how the system
will scale to 200 charging sessions per day. The results are
shown in Table II. Intuitively the systems designed for 100
EVs per day require far more swaps with increased demand,
and similarly, the percent of demand met decreases. This
is also true for the smart charging (MPC) case. However,
while scaling the number of EVSEs in traditional uncontrolled
charging systems would require a corresponding scaling of
the transformer capacity to ensure safety, the smart charging
approach allows us to add new EVSEs without increasing
the transformer capacity. To enable scalability, we can leave
an open space beside each of the orignals and install a
second EVSE using the same cable. We then use the charging
algorithm to ensure the capacity of this cable is not exceeded.
Thus, we can easily scale the number of EVSEs without
increasing transformer or interconnection capacity.

Interestingly, as the number of EVs served by the system
increases, the effective cost per kWh decreases for all systems.
This indicates the economics of scale, which are associated
with demand charge. With more usage, it is possible to spread
the demand charge over more energy delivered, decreasing
the price per kWh. This decrease in demand charge is greater
than the increase in energy price, which results from needing
to charge users in more expensive TOU periods, leading to a
net decrease in per-unit costs.

B. Comparing Algorithms in Oversubscribed Infrastructure

As we have seen in Section V-A, smart charging algo-
rithms can lead to significant savings in terms of both capital
investment and operating costs. However, despite significant
work there are still relatively few algorithms proposed in the
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Fig. 5. Aggregate power draw and line-currents at the primary and secondary
side of the transformer when running single-phase and three-phase LLF
algorithms on the Caltech ACN with a 50 kW transformer capacity. Shading
in the lower plots denote each phase while the black dotted line denotes the
power/current limit. The experiment is based on on data from the Caltech
ACN on March 5, 2019 and uses a 5 minute timestep.

literature which can be directly applied in practice. To develop
more practical algorithms, ACN-Sim provides a platform to
evaluate them in as realistic a setting as possible. A key
feature of ACN-Sim is its ability to simulate the unbalanced
three-phase electrical infrastructure common in large charging
systems. Most charging algorithms in the literature rely on
constraints that implicitly assume single-phase or balanced
three-phase operation.

To see why these assumptions are insufficient for practical
systems, we consider two versions of the LLF algorithm. In the
first, LLF only ensures that total power draw is less than the
transformer’s capacity, which is sufficient for a single-phase
or balanced system. In the second, LLF uses the full three-
phase system model that includes individual line constraints.
The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 5, where we
can see that only considering maximum power draw leads to
significant constraint violations in line currents. However, by
using an algorithm that considers the full three-phase model,
we ensure these line constraints are not violated at the cost
of not fully utilizing the 50 kW transformer’s capacity due to
unbalance.

Unbalanced three-phase infrastructure can also influence our
evaluation of algorithms. An important evaluation metric for
EV charging algorithms is what percentage of user energy
demands met when infrastructure constraints are binding. We
use this metric to evaluate six algorithms over a range of
possible transformer capacities based on the real charging
workload of the Caltech ACN from September 2018. To
demonstrate the effect of infrastructure models, we conduct
this experiment with single-phase and three-phase models,
as shown in Fig. 6. Here we can see that in the single-
phase case, EDF, LLF, and MPC all perform near optimally,
exceeding the performance of Round Robin and FCFS by up
to 8.6%. However, the subplot on the right tells a different
story. Here we see that the MPC algorithm can match the
offline optimal performance as before, while EDF and LLF
both underperform. In fact, in the highly constrained regime,
Round Robin outperforms EDF and LLF despite having less
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Fig. 6. Comparison of percentage of energy delivered as a function of
transformer capacity for single-phase (left) and three-phase (right) systems.
Stars represent the offline optimal, which is an upper bound based on
perfect future information. The simulation runs from Sept. 1 through Oct.
1, 2018, with a timestep of 5 minutes. To generate events, we use ACN-
Sim’s integration with ACN-Data to get real charging sessions from the
Caltech ACN, assuming the ideal battery model. We also use the included
Caltech ACN charging network model with ideal EVSEs, and use its optional
transformer_cap argument to limit the infrastructure capacity.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of charging profiles for one EV on September 13, 2018
with a 70 kW transformer capacity.

information about the workload. We attribute these results
to the importance of phase-balancing in three-phase systems,
which has been historically under-appreciated in the manged
charging literature.

In addition to comparing algorithms, the curves in Fig. 6 can
also inform the design of charging systems when accounting
for the online algorithm used. For example, we can see that
if a host wants to deliver >99% of charging demand using
MPC, a 70 kW transformer would be sufficient, assuming an
unbalanced three-phase system. Alternatively, if an existing
transformer can only support 40 kW of additional demand,
a host could expect to meet approximately 85% of demands
without an upgrade.

C. Time Series Inspection

ACN-Sim also allows us to examine the charging profile
of individual EVs, as shown in Fig. 7. Here we can see a
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Fig. 8. Comparison of different load, generation, and charging scenarios’
effects on the per unit voltage at bus 2053 in the Iowa test feeder network.
The main plot shows all scenarios: from top to bottom in the legend, baseline
load only, baseline load with uncontrolled EV charging, baseline load with
load-flattened charging, baseline load with solar generation, and load-flattened
charging. We see progressive improvements on the voltage drop, culminating
in load flattening with solar almost eliminating the burden on the whole grid
caused by EV charging (note that the MPC w/ Solar and Baseline curves are
nearly co-located).

qualitative difference between the algorithms. For example,
FCFS behaves very similarly to Uncontrolled charging but
is delayed as the EV must wait its turn in the queue. For
EDF and LLF, charging can be interrupted when EVs with
earlier deadlines arrive or as an EV’s laxity evolves over time.
Oscillations in the LLF plot result from an increase in laxity as
the EV charges, which can decrease its standing in the queue,
causing it to stop charging temporarily. Round Robin, MPC,
and the offline optimal are quite different. Each EV charges
steadily but at a rate below its maximum as congestion in the
system necessitates sharing of charging capacity. In this case,
we use an equal sharing regularizer in the objective function
for MPC and Offline Optimal. See [4] for more information.
With this tariff schedule, on-peak rates run from 12 - 6 pm —
Offline Optimal finishes charging this user before this, while
MPC goes slightly into the on-peak period.

D. Grid Integration

The output load profiles generated by ACN-Sim simulations
can be used as loads on nodes of a distribution feeder in
a grid simulator; in this case study, we use OpenDSS [12].
This functionality can be used to evaluate different algorithms’
effects on a larger grid. For this case study, we add EV
charging to one node of a 240-node test distribution feeder
with a voltage regulator located in Iowa and use actual smart-
meter data from the system in 2017 [32].

We add an EV charging facility as an unbalanced three-
phase load to node 2053, which has a transformer capacity of
225 kVA. We use the JPL charging network with workload
data from Sept. 5, 2019. Background load data is from Sept.
5, 2017 (both days were weekdays). We consider four cases,
a baseline with no EV charging, uncontrolled charging, MPC
with a load flattening objective, and MPC with load flattening
and onsite solar. The results of these experiments are shown in
Fig. 8. Uncontrolled charging results in an unacceptable mini-
mum voltage of under 0.93 p.u. and overloads the transformer
at bus 2053. This indicates that the grid as designed could not
support uncontrolled charging at this scale at bus 2053.
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To prevent voltage issues, we can schedule charging during
periods of low background load by using the MPC framework
in Section IV-C with a load flattening objective term. We
provide the actual building load as an input to the algorithm
and ensure that the total load is constrained to be below
the transformer’s capacity. From Fig. 8, we can see that this
improves the minimum system voltage to 0.965 p.u., which
matches the system wide minimum from the baseline case.

Since many EV charging systems are co-located with solar
PV, we now consider adding a 270 kW DC (225 kW AC) PV
array at node 2053. The solar data was generated from NREL’s
SAM tool for Des Moines, Iowa, in a typical meteorological
year (TMY) for Sept. 5. We use the same MPC algorithm but
now set the background load to the net load after subtracting
solar. We see in Fig. 8 this roughly recovers the same grid-
wide minimal voltage as before we added an ACN, indicating
that smart charging and solar PV could enable widespread
adoption of EV charging without adverse grid impacts. The
MPC objective is constructed to fulfill all EVs’ energy demand
in both the baseline and solar cases. Both of these case studies
assume perfect knowledge of background load and generation,
as forecasting methods are beyond the scope of this study.
However, no knowledge of future EV arrivals is used.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we present ACN-Sim, a data-driven simulator
designed to aid the development of practical online scheduling
algorithms for EV charging. This tool significantly reduces
the software engineering burden on researchers and exposes
them to practical issues present in real charging systems.
ACN-Sim also makes it easier for researchers to share their
experiment code, improving transparency and code reuse in
the community. Finally, ACN-Sim integrates with the Adaptive
Charging Network Research Portal, a larger suite of tools that
includes a database of real charging sessions and a framework
for field testing algorithms. ACN-Sim will continue to grow
to meet the needs of the community, including new models of
systems components and charging networks.
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